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Budgeting for a law firm website can sometimes be difficult, as costs can vary widely, from a few hundred to tens of thousands of dollars. The price is influenced by factors like design, development, and hosting expenses, on top of the caliber of the team creating it. Major cost drivers include the level of desired functionality, content requirements, and the complexity of custom design work. For instance, at Grow Law Firm, our website pricing is often partially based on the number of pages that need to be created.
In this article, we’ll explore typical website price points. We'll look at how much a lawyer website design may cost in 2024, what level of spending firms should target, factors affecting legal design prices, ongoing maintenance fees, and tips for developing an outstanding design to suit your needs.
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Law Firm Website Design Cost Calculator
Get accurate web design pricing for your law firm's website with our free online website design cost calculator. Just select the services you need and click "Calculate" to get an accurate projection of your future website's cost. It's a fast and easy way to ascertain how much you'll be spending without contacting web design agencies yourself!




How Much Does Legal Web Design Cost in 2024?
Law firms can expect to spend anywhere from $5,000 to $15,000 for a basic and effective website design for solo lawyers or small law firms. Other agencies may offer templates for lower costs, but Grow Law Firm makes sure to deliver a website tailored to your needs. You get what you pay for. Costs may be a bit higher, but you will get all the features and modern functionality you need for success.
The cost can range from $10,000 to $25,000 or more for complex websites with custom features and functionality. Factors like customization options, website design process, extra pages/features, and developer experience can affect pricing. At Grow Law Firm, we provide free financing service and we can split the payment over a 24-month period.


How Much Should Lawyers Spend on Web Design?
This answer depends on the scope and complexity of your digital marketing goals. In this part of the guide, we'll break down the pricing into three tiers, low to high, so you can make an informed decision that aligns with your firm's needs and budget.
[image: law firm website design cost]
— Low-Tier Law Firm Websites ($5,000—$10,000)
Good for solos or new firms, a low-tier site maximizes exposure through simple and functional designs. These websites typically include essential features like practice areas, hours, location, and background. Though simple, this custom website delivers a professional impression and provides essential information to potential clients. Your designer may utilize pre-designed templates or themes that can be customized to suit your branding. This website will include only basic functionality and features and fewer pages.
— Mid-Tier Law Firm Websites ($10,000—$15,000)
Moving up the ladder, mid-tier law firm websites offer higher customization and functionality. These websites go beyond the basics and provide additional features to enhance user experience and engagement. They may include features like SEO setup, providing optimized blog content, testimonials, and integration with social media platforms. 
The design is typically tailored to your law firm's brand identity, with attention to aesthetics and visual appeal. This tier is suitable for lawyers who want a more polished and interactive online presence to attract and engage potential clients while still being conscious of their budget.
— High-Tier Law Firm Websites ($15,000—$25,000)
At the top end of the spectrum, high-tier law firm websites offer a comprehensive and sophisticated online experience. These websites are designed to impress with custom-made layouts, visually stunning graphics, seamless navigation, and advanced functionality. They may include over 30 website pages, high-end design, SEO setup, and continued support, as well as features like client portals, online appointment scheduling, live chat support, С, integration with case support systems, and advanced search capabilities. This tier is ideal for established law firms with a larger budget, aiming to establish a strong online presence and provide an exceptional user experience to potential clients.
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What Influences Lawyer Web Design Costs?
Several factors determine the overall expense of your law firm's new website, from basic structural elements to additional functions. The following features represent major cost drivers to consider during the design process.
— Website Size
The size of a law firm's website is a significant factor in determining its design's cost. A larger website with more pages, content, and features will naturally cost more to design and develop. The number of pages required, the amount of content, and the complexity of the design all contribute to the project's overall cost.
— Website Functionality
A lawyer's website's functionality refers to the interactive features, tools, and capabilities that are integrated into the website to enhance user experience and achieve specific goals. This can include features such as contact forms, appointment scheduling, client portals, interactive maps, live chat support, and more. More advanced and customized functionalities may require additional time, expertise, and development resources, resulting in higher costs. 
— Content Production
[image: hodgson law offices blog]
Source: Hodgson Law OfficesContent encompasses the text, images, videos, and other media that convey your expertise, services, and brand messaging to visitors. The volume and complexity of content required influence the cost of web design. Developing unique, well-written copy tailored to your target audience may require the assistance of professional copywriters, which can increase costs. Similarly, creating or sourcing high-quality images and videos can add to the overall expense. Additionally, if your website involves content migration from an existing site, the time and effort required for organizing and transferring content will impact cost.
— Website Design
The design of attorney websites greatly influences their visual appeal and user experience. When it comes to web design costs, two primary options are commonly considered: template design and custom design. If you want to have the best of the best, the custom design is the way to go.
Custom Design
Custom design involves creating a website from scratch tailored to your law firm's specific needs and brand identity. This option offers maximum flexibility and uniqueness in design, layout, and functionality. Custom-designed websites are crafted to reflect your firm's personality, values, and target audience, providing a truly bespoke online experience. Investing in custom design can be a worthwhile choice if you prioritize a distinctive and tailored website that stands out among competitors.
— SEO
SEO helps many law firms rank higher in search engine results pages (SERPs), making it easier for potential clients to find them online. A well-designed lawyer website with optimized SEO can increase the firm's online visibility, drive more traffic to the site, and ultimately generate more leads and conversions. If you're interested in learning more, contact our team at Grow Law Firm.
SEO Setup
A simple SEO setup involves keyword research, meta tag optimization, basic on-page optimization, and other elements. This helps search engines understand and index your website effectively. A simple SEO setup can be a cost-effective way to improve a lawyer's website's visibility and drive more traffic to the site.
Continuous SEO Support
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Law firms need to invest in ongoing SEO to maintain or improve search rankings and outperform competitors.For ongoing SEO efforts, continuous support is necessary to stay ahead of the competition and maintain or improve search rankings. This involves content optimization, link building, keyword performance monitoring, and website data analysis. The investment will lead to long-term benefits by driving targeted website traffic and increasing online visibility.
— Add-Ons and Custom Features
Add-ons and custom features are additional functionalities that enhance the user experience and provide unique value to your law firm's website. Examples include custom graphics, animations, and videos, as well as advanced features such as member login areas, and complex search functionality.


Ongoing Law Firm Website Costs You Should Know About
Once a law firm's website is set up, there are several ongoing maintenance costs to consider to ensure its continuous operation, security, and optimal performance. Some of the major ongoing costs associated with maintaining a law firm website include:
	Hosting: Websites require hosting services to be accessible online. Hosting costs vary depending on server resources, bandwidth, and security features. It's important to choose a reliable hosting provider that can handle your website's traffic and ensure uptime.
	Software Updates: Management software and plugins used on your website require regular updates to address security vulnerabilities and improve functionality. Some updates may require professional assistance, especially for complex websites.
	Backup and disaster recovery: Backing up your website and having a disaster recovery plan is essential for preventing data loss and ensuring business continuity.
	Technical Support: In case of technical issues or updates, having access to reliable technical support can be crucial. This may involve hiring an in-house IT professional, working with a website agency, or subscribing to a support service.
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Create an Outstanding Law Firm Website Design with Grow Law Firm
At Grow Law Firm, we understand that creating an outstanding legal website design for your law firm goes beyond just aesthetics. It's about crafting a powerful online presence that captivates your audience and drives your business forward. Now that you have a clearer picture of how much a law firm's website design may cost in 2024, it's time to take the next step. 
Our skilled designers and developers are ready to bring your vision to life, tailor-made to suit your firm's unique needs and goals. With Grow Law Firm, you can benefit from our expertise in website design and our comprehensive range of services, including attorney seo services, pay-per-click advertising, and more. Don't let cost be a barrier to achieving a strong online presence. Contact us today to discuss your law firm's website design needs and let us help you stand out from the competition.
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Get a Complimentary Marketing Audit
Find out how much demand there is in your geographical area
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Does Your Law Firm Have a Plan for Growth in 2024?
Let us help you create a digital marketing strategy and a growth plan
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Calculate the Cost of Your Website
Please Fill All Fields to Get Your Result
Do you currently have a website for your law firm?


Please Select
No, we do not have a website yet
Yes, we have an existing website



Approximately how many pages will your website have?


Please Select
1-15 pages
16-30 pages
31-50 pages
More then 50 pages



What level of design customization do you require for your website?


Please Select
Simple
Moderate
High-End/Custom



Will you need assistance in creating content for your website?


Please Select
No, we will provide our own content
Yes, we need help with content creation



Is SEO optimization a requirement for your new website?


Please Select
No SEO Services Required
Basic SEO Setup
Advanced SEO with Ongoing Support



Does your website need integrations with specific tools or systems:

Case Management Systems (e.g., Clio)
Live Chat Systems
Email Marketing Tools

Get Your Customized Results!
To view the calculation tailored to your law firm's needs, please provide your email address below

your email*

Calculate the Cost of My Website



Website Design & Development Fee*

Add ons**

*Please be aware that all provided estimates are preliminary and subject to refinement following an in-depth discussion about your project and a comprehensive gathering of your specific requirements.
**Connect with our SEO specialist to explore our ongoing packages designed to enhance your website's visibility and searchability, ultimately leading to an increase in customer engagement and conversion rates.
Request a Project



Looking to split the payment?
Pay for your website in 24 incremental payments (0% Finance)

Deposit $3,500
Monthly Payment (24 months) 





  
  

Request a Project
first name*

last name*

Email*

Firm Name*

phone number*

message






Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


Please Select
No, we do not have a website yet
Yes, we have an existing website

Please Select
1-15 pages
16-30 pages
31-50 pages
More then 50 pages

Please Select
Simple
Moderate
High-End/Custom

Please Select
No, we will provide our own content
Yes, we need help with content creation

Please Select
No SEO Services Required
Basic SEO Setup
Advanced SEO with Ongoing Support



Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Consult with Sasha Berson, a legal marketing expert, to address your marketing needs.
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Don't just wait for clients, attract them!
Get our FREE Marketing Audit to find bold new ways to boost your caseload.
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Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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*This Company is not a law firm and does not provide legal services. Let us know if you would like to discuss this further.
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first name *

last name *

Email *

PHONE NUMBER *

Legal

website *

company name *

Message





Thank you!
Your message has been successfully submitted


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


One or more fields have an error. Please check and try again.
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First name *

Last name *


Email *

firm’s website *


Legal

Firm’s size *Select
Solo
2 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 99
100+
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Role *Select
Principal/Partner
Associate
Paralegal
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Practice area *Select
Bankruptcy
Business / Corporate law
Civil Rights
Criminal Defense
Employment Law
Estate planning, probate, trusts
Family Law
Immigration Law
Insurance Litigation
Intellectual Property
Personal Injury
Real Estate Law
SSDI
Worker's Compensation
Other
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Thanks! Your report is on its way to your inbox


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


One or more fields have an error. Please check and try again.
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PHONE NUMBER *


Legal

firm’s website *

Firm’s size *Select
Solo
2 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 99
100+
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Role *Select
Principal/Partner
Associate
Paralegal
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Practice area *Select
Bankruptcy
Business / Corporate law
Civil Rights
Criminal Defense
Employment Law
Estate planning, probate, trusts
Family Law
Immigration Law
Insurance Litigation
Intellectual Property
Personal Injury
Real Estate Law
SSDI
Worker's Compensation
Other
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Thanks! Your report is on its way to your inbox


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


One or more fields have an error. Please check and try again.
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First name *

Last name *


Email *

firm’s website *


Legal

Firm’s size *Select
Solo
2 to 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 to 99
100+
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Role *Select
Principal/Partner
Associate
Paralegal
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Practice area *Select
Bankruptcy
Business / Corporate law
Civil Rights
Criminal Defense
Employment Law
Estate planning, probate, trusts
Family Law
Immigration Law
Insurance Litigation
Intellectual Property
Personal Injury
Real Estate Law
SSDI
Worker's Compensation
Other
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Thanks! Your report is on its way to your inbox


Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


One or more fields have an error. Please check and try again.
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Compare your practice INSTANTLY
Stay ahead of the competition!
Compare your law firm's performance to Local competitors with our instant assessment tool
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